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CHASING, REPOUSSE, AND MODELING
Chasing is beating a line in metal from the front with chasing
ols and a chasing hammer. Chasing tools are much like dull
lisels with rounded ends. The chasing hammer is a light, flat-
.ced hammer with a slender handle pear-shaped at the end that
:s the hand, These tools, like many others used for jewelry and
,etal work, come in a number of sizes and weights.
Chasing is done on thin sheet metal or heavy metal or as a
lish on castings. The metal in which the design is to be chased
n be held in pitch which, when warmed and then cooled, holds
e metal firmly. When comparatively little chasing is to be done,
.e piece may be placed on a lead or wood surface and held in
>sition by the pressure of the tool.
Repouss6 is beating the metal from the back with steel repousse
ols known as bossing and cushion tools. These tools are made
itb. rounded edges and with working ends more rounded in shape
.an the ends of the chasing tools. A flat-faced hammer from four
six ounces in weight is used with repousse tools depending upon
e gauge of metal that is being raised.
The modeling or surface tooling for high and low relief is
>ne from the front after the design has been raised. Low relief
ay also be obtained by beating down the background from the
ont with a modeler or grounders. Modeling tools are flat and
Qooth at the working end. Modeled parts are often combined
ith stones, enamels, and piercing to create interesting surfaces. ,
Chasing, repousse, and modeling are a means of decoration
ther than construction. Because the beauty of the metal surface
.ould be evident, the work should be simple and direct. Over-
orked surfaces appear mechanical and confuse or spoil the design,
ndercuts made with chasing tools are sometimes used to empha-.
ze a portion of the design,

